
GLG 101 - Chapter 7 Sedimentary Environments & Rocks     Name _______________________

Note, Oct 11: I’ll be writing this study sheet over the next few days.  Each day I will add questions until the entire chapter 
is done, hopefully focusing ONLY on what we need to know.    Have this done by class on Oct 16th.

If you find mistakes (likely) or run into a confusing question (also likely), let me know.  

Introduction

7.1 What Sedimentary Environments Occur on Land

1. Point to and describe 5 main sedimentary environments on land.                      

7.2 What Sedimentary Environments Are Near Shorelines and Oceans  
 
2. Point to and describe 5 sedimentary environments near shore or in the ocean. 



7.3 Where Do Clasts Come From?

3. What is the difference between physical and chemical weathering?   Don’t they do the same thing?  (No, they don’t.) 

4. What causes near-surface fracturing? 

5. How does ice kill rocks?  Tragic!  Nooooo!

6. What do changes in temperature to do rocks? 

7. List 2 types of biological activity that help degrade rocks. 

8. A rock that might be affected by dissolution is _______________________ (See page 177.) 

9. Minerals that oxidize often contain _____________________.

10. In hydrolysis, a mineral like feldspar combines with ___________ and often produces _____________

12. How do plants cause chemical weathering? 

13. In which image to the right have the clasts been transported farther?

      And how do you know? 

7.4 What Are the Characteristics of Clastic Sediments?

14. Reproduce the chart in part A below… but sideways. The chart is started for 
you. 

SIZE IN MM        ________ ________           ________         2-4   ________           ________          ________ 

PARTICLE NAME       BOULDER   __________      __________   GRANULE      __________      ___________      ___________

15. What will cause a rock to contain poorly-sorted rather than well-sorted clasts?

16. Where will you typically find well-sorted clasts? 



17. Circle which results in LARGER clasts  STEEP SLOPE / GENTLE SLOPE    STRONG CURRENT / SLOW CURRENT   

18. Why do dunes contain only sand and not larger or smaller clasts? 

7.5 What Types of Rocks to Clastic Sediments Form?

19.  Sketch the following rocks.  Really.  Drawing helps you remember.  Just draw your best version of each rock. 

   CONGLOMERATE                 BRECCIA                       SANDSTSONE                      SHALE

20. What happens to the pores between sand grains as it forms sandstone? 

21. Compared to sandstone, shale is is not very porous.  Why? 

22. Four natural cements in clastic rocks are ______________, ______________, _____________, & ______________.

7.6  What Are Nonclastic Sedimentary Rocks & How Do They Form?

23. __________________ form from the evaporation of mineral-rich water and include  the mineral _________________

On page 183…   

24. … two evaporites pictured are ___________________ and ____________________

26. …two pictured things that started as plants are _______________________ and _____________________. 

26. …three that contain CaCO3 are __________________, __________________, and __________________,

7.7 Why do Sedimentary Rocks Have Layers?

27. Why do sedimentary rocks have layers or beds?

28. T / F The boundary between layers is usually quick and clear.  Explain.

29. 3 ways that layers from in sed rocks are … A B C

30. Why did that happen in 07.07.b6 & b9?  

31. Cross beds form in ____________________ and ___________________________. 

7.8 Where to Breccia and Conglomerate Form?

32.  Conglomerate and breccia are both sedimentary rocks with big clasts.  Why are they different?

33. Describe the following about conglomerates..    CLAST SIZE                 SORTING



34. Three places conglomerates from are __________________, __________________ and __________________. 

7.9  Where Does Sandstone Form?

35. Sandstone is mostly made of ____________ & can also contain _____________, _______________ & ___________

36.  Three places sandstones form are ________________, __________________ & _______________________

37. Where along shorelines do silt and clay accumulate?  

7.10 How do Find-Grained Clastic Rocks Form?

38. How can you tell if you have a piece of shale? ________________________________________________________

39.  3 places siltstone/shale forms are ________________, __________________ & _______________________

40. Where along shorelines do silt and clay accumulate?  

41. How can you recognized fine-grained clastic sedimentary rocks in a landscape?  What gives them away? 

7.11 How Do Carbonate Rocks Form?

42. The most common carbonate rock is ______________.  It contains the mineral ___________ w/ the formula _______. 

43. Carbonate rocks can form in non-marine environments such as ______________________________, 

______________________  or __________________________

44. Tell how marine carbonate rocks form.

45. How can you recognized carbonate rocks in a landscape?  What gives them away? 

7.12  How Do changing Environments Create a Sequence of Different Kinds of Sediments

46. Describe what is happening on page 194.  

47.  How is what is happening on page 195 different from page 194? 

48. Why the difference between pictures 11 and 12 on page 195?

7.13 How Do We Study Sedimentary Sequences?

49. Sedimentary rocks that form on land often are _________ colored while ________________ colored are under H2O. 

50 The rock in picture __________________  on page 196 was formed from sand dunes. 



51. What caused that weird stuff in 07.13.a5 and a6? 

52. How can we tell which way the wind or water was moving by looking at rocks?

53.  Explain what formed each layer in this rock. -> 

7.14 Why are Sediments and Sedimentary Rocks Important to Our Society?

54. Why are sedimentary rocks important regarding groundwater? 

55. Why are sedimentary rocks important regarding petroleum?

56. Why are sedimentary rocks important regarding coal? 

57. Why are sedimentary rocks important regarding cement? 

58. How do sedimentary rocks help us understand Earth’s past? 

7.15 How Did the Sedimentary Rocks West of Denver Form?

7.16 What is the Sedimentary History of This Plateau? 

Vocabulary



alluvial fan angular barrier island bedding beach
breccia calcite carbonate rock cementation chalk
chemical weathering chert clast clay coastal dunes
coal conglomerate coral cross beds dissolution
dolostone evaporites floodplain fluvial formation
frost wedging glacier graded bed gypsum hydrolysis
iron iron formation lagoon limestone mud flow
mudstone oxidation parallel beds peat physical weathering
pore space reef rock salt rock slide rounded
sand sandstone sediment sequence shale
siltstone silica silt submarine delta thermal expansion
tidal flats weathering


